
HOMILY: Twenty Third Sunday in Ordinary Time, September Third 2022 

 TITLE: OUR WOUNDED CREATION. 

 If we listen to the Gospel today, it is impossible to avoid the strong use of language by Jesus. He 
says:” if any person comes to me without hating his father, --- mother, --- wife, --- brothers, --- sisters,--- 
children,--- yes, and his own life too, he cannot be my disciple”. One’s first instinct is to ask: Can a 
disciple of Jesus both love and hate at the same time? ---cause us to think less Loving and honoring 
one’s parents is God’s fourth commandment; the love of husband and wife is God’s sixth 
commandment; while good relations as opposed to horrid hating, as between brothers and sisters and 
neighbors all make for stable community living. If on first hearing,--- one concluding, Jesus is preaching 
hate for hatred’s sake, then let us listen again: “If any person comes to me, without hating his father, 
mother wife other people , children, brothers, sisters and his own life too,---- he cannot be my disciple.--
-- Anyone who does not carry his cross and walk after me cannot be my disciple.” 

 There is a vocational tone here ----the criterion for discipleship is to put God in the first place in 
my life. Discipleship,is to realize my own life is not the primary concern anymore.---- Sometimes I can 
obsess about myself. Not healthy!! It is not an easy thing to say, or to communicate, because, at some 
level, we are all self-centered in outlook. 

 We all have our plans, our preferences, and “our ways” of doing things which form habits in us 
over time. We would not give up “our ways” easily. 

 Mercifully, other people, whom we love and respect, cause us to think less about ourselves and 
more about them! They help us loose our self-centeredness, for example, PARENTS FOR THEIR 
CHILDREN, PRIESTS FOR THEIR PARISHIONERS, DOCTORS FOR THEIR PATIENTS, and so forth. 

 Hence Jesus is not preaching hatred, but trying to wake us up. ----Of course we ought to love our 
families but not make a god or idols out of them. God comes, even before our families, our PARENTS , 
our SPOUSES  our CHILDREN  ___ and indeed , he even comes before ME ---MYSELF___ AND  “I” -- I am 
not the ultimate standard and the wishes of interests  of one’s family, are not the highest values that 
exist, Nothing must compromise  my relationship with my God--- only from such a place do all of my 
other relationships make sense, ---have ROOTS ---and maintain MEANING. 

 Looking at all my relationships in this way, is by no means obvious or straightforward, or easy!  It 
requires some clear thinking by me .It can seem hard to say, at least, to---- distinguish our instinctively 
loving relationships by putting one before all others. However, this way of living is the fulfillment of that 
beautiful line by Christ to all of us here today “SET YOUR HEARTS ON HIS KINGDOM < AND THESE OTHER 
THINGS SWILL BE GIVEN TO YOU AS WELL”. 

AMEN.    

               


